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ABSTRACT

Tencent has changed from a small company to an international company with billions of dollars in assets. This article further discusses Tencent's overall development and Tencent's business decisions by analyzing Tencent's marketing strategy. This paper will further analyze Tencent's strategies by referring some materials of Tencent’s background and development history. Finally, the author found that Tencent’s strategy is good at using innovative technology to dig out some other large companies that have no functions but will win the consumers. After Tencent gains a consumer base, the company's leaders know how to analyze some market conditions to improve new products and functions, and gradually expand the scope of sales. These decisions are indeed innovative and wise.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of new industries is inseparable from innovation and product marketing. Only good products and excellent strategies can attract consumers. In today's world, many emerging industries have gone bankrupt or experienced fiscal deficits before they began to develop.

Tencent just imitated foreign ICQ companies and developed in China. However, Tencent has made good use of some development strategies and marketing methods in China. In the process of Tencent's development, some large companies have lost the market, such as MSN, which occupied the most market share in the beginning. But MSN did not continue to attract users, it failed in the competition. This paper mainly aims to learn more about market policies that can help small companies develop better by studying the marketing strategy of Tencent, which was once considered as a world-famous small company. This study will focus on the history of Tencent and their process of the development of some typical or compelling business decisions for the sake of make a reference to the leaders of companies.[1] The author collected some statistical charts and data on the Internet to better understand the competitive environment and methods of Tencent and how the difficulties encountered in their development had been solved. There are many strategies that Tencent leverage to success. So the author will outline the development of this copycat company, from its beginning to its success. During this period, many companies have failed in the competition with Tencent, and these strategies used by Tencent can be used for reference by other companies in their future business decisions. The author can also further help people understand the importance of marketing strategy for a company and what kind of marketing strategy is successful. These smart skills should be used in business negotiation and business analysis in the future, so that decision makers can operate a company in a success way.

2. TENCENT'S STRATEGY TO SURVIVE FROM GIANT ENTERPRISES

2.1. Strategy1: appropriate market

As early as 1998, Tencent had developed QICQ (later renamed QQ for copyright reasons) after its founding. At that time, there was a very good background that the number of Internet users in China had increased to a certain extent in 2000, which meant the importance of their QICQ software release. [2] Because there will be more consumers who need to communicate online, and QICQ can meet their needs. But at that time, China lacked Internet software like ICQ. Also, it can be seen from figure 1, the number of Internet users in China is increasing every year, which clearly shows that Chinese people are using the Internet more and more, so the launch of software is a necessary business opportunity. so Tencent seize the business opportunity and created a QICQ in China using the model of foreign ICQ.
2.2. Strategy 2: Innovation

The reason why QQ can compete with ICQ is closely related to its innovation. ICQ is an Internet concept, while QQ is a software concept. The reason for ICQ failure is that all ICQ information is stored on the user side. The second is that ICQ makes money from instant messaging software tailored to businesses. In this case, the concept of affirmation QQ will be more attractive to customers. The second innovative concept is group chat; in the rise of QQ in that era, “chat rooms” can be said to be necessary online. Among them at that time the “chat room” of the use of the maximum peak time, a room of the chat room has tens of thousands of people online at the same time. QQ seized the opportunity. In August 2002, Tencent released a new version of QQ, adding a new feature to become the enemy of chat rooms. Among them, the QQ group function quickly turned QQ into a real social network platform, and the once-popular chat room quickly collapsed into recession. The shift allows online users to actually get together and communicate with people they want to talk to and be familiar with rather than with strangers and people they do not know.

2.3. Strategy 3: Operate branches

The first version of OICQ was released in 1999, and by 2004 it had captured 78% of the instant messaging market in China. At that time, there appeared a big MSN company to block the emergence of QQ. MSN is Microsoft’s social software, and once was the world’s largest instant messaging software. When MSN first entered the Chinese market, without any publicity or localization support, MSN easily took the second place with 10% of the Chinese instant messaging market. And the MSN user group is mainly concentrated in the lofty business people, the number of people already more than 10 million. MSN was targeted at business people with a relatively single user group, while QQ was targeted at young people of different classes. In fact, the soft formation of MSN in China r&d center, ready to implement localization, at that time, when people thought Tencent will quit the market MSN first reach channel to the society in the form of contract management bidding, then quickly cut into the telecom value-added services, a deal with yahoo, almost will be around half the world’s global communications users in their own hands. Despite this QQ also did not own and MSN alliance, but began to test their product to the heart of high-end users, Tencent launched enterprise edition QQT, and through the file Fixed-point continually, message communication, video conference and a series of technical innovations, a series of technology , and the function of the MSN did not chat with a stranger, which this small feature seemingly insignificant, but it caused a chance to QQ to strike the MSN to lose their market share. MSN has created such a large market share, is not willing to make a change, and their internal management issues make QQ opportunity more and more, in the end by 2008, Microsoft's market share amount is only four percent, compared with the QQ who own more than one hundred million subscribers led to Microsoft announced to abandon the Chinese MSN market.

2.4. Develop more service ranges

After establishing the market, Tencent gradually expanded into more businesses, and in the early 2010s, many Chinese domestic companies began producing inferior smartphones with many additional features. The main advantage of domestic smartphones over popular global brands is their affordable price.
According to figure 2, it is obvious from the chart that the mobile phone market in China each year had an extremely big enhancement which reached peak in 2016, despite a small amount decrease in 2017.[6] But overall, the surge of the whole mobile phone market is in this also means that consumers can more easily buy a reasonable price and accept the mobile phone. With the support of the mobile phone market, Tencent gradually launched Wechat, the software, and added more novel functions such as: WeChat Pay, Mini Programs, and Game Center are very popular among consumers. In 2010, digital content subscriptions, membership subscriptions, and sales of virtual goods became Tencent’s main sources of revenue, accounting for more than 70% of total revenue. In 2013, Tencent slowly turned to mobile games. Mobile QQ and WeChat launched a game center, which has a huge mobile game user base. [7] In the following years, the company focused on the global game market, buying stakes or aggressively buying overseas game companies to become the world's largest online game company, controlling 13 percent of the market. [8] Its gaming revenue broke the $10 billion mark in fiscal 2016. It can be clearly seen from figure 3 that Tencent's game revenue has been increasing since 2010, which clearly shows that Tencent has achieved very huge revenue in the game industry.

3. DISCUSSION

In fact, Tencent also has some limitations. After too many branches are created, some subsidiaries are under great pressure in competition with similar companies. [9] For example, Weishi will face immature macro environment and its content is not attractive enough to the platform. [10] Tencent video, a sub corporation of Tencent also meet some challenges of the limitation of source videos. [11] Tencent's own application also have limitations, such as Wechat's payment function, in which users are not accounts, resulting in small transaction quotas, so consumers can only regard wechat as a tool for small purchases or transfers. So, not only from Tencent’s sub company or their invented applications are all facing a lot of challenges and restrictions. The author believes that the Internet has a lot of innovation opportunities after all future cannot be confined to doing software or pure service and Tencent have to do is "connector", the service and user to connect to stand up, for example using the
Internet to connect the energy, they need to put some unrelated fields by connecting to better benefit some consumers or country. For example: medical care, transportation. In addition, the author believes that Tencent needs to keep pace with The Times. As a company with a large consumer base, it needs to cater to consumers’ needs and invent more things that consumers like, such as new energy vehicles, which are very popular recently. Moreover, security index, for some Internet fraud and some infrastructure, as well as payment and other areas, Tencent needs to maintain long-term investment to prevent their customers from being cheated.

4. CONCLUSION

After analyzing Tencent’s development strategy, the author found that Tencent’s success comes from its innovation and wise development decisions. Therefore, when Tencent emerged as an industry based on imitation, it had already faced many difficulties. As for MSN, a giant company that had already occupied the market, Tencent used some innovative means to defeat them. After occupying the market, Tencent still knew how to attract customers and find the right market opportunities. This just finally makes Tencent this company finally can establish a foothold in the market. In the process of research, this article only analyzes part of Tencent’s business and strategies, and the selected data also has certain limitations. In subsequent research, the author will further explore the development of Tencent through quantitative analysis and other methods.
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